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Information design
I claim that for understanding a business you should understand its information – what they deal
with – the information they create while they produce their product. Others may argue that the
processes are the most important part – but I differ – if you first know the information you know – or
can figure out - what processes must be present that creates this information. If you just know the
processes you still do not really know the information.
As a software architect you can use the phrase “follow the information” in the same sense as
detectives of crime use “follow the money”. You will find the truth this way.
When you follow information it is easy for all to see if it is valuable information or not, but when
following processes you track work that is performed currently. Suppose you found an unneeded
process step – how will you know that it is unneeded? You cannot get a correct answer from the
ones performing it now – since they are biased that it is important - and no one else will have enough
information to really know.
If you first learn the important information you can easily see what the process step at hand does to
that information. It should evolve the information in some way. If it does not create or change
information in a valuable way the process step is unnecessary – for this business at least.

The Information
There are many ways to describe Information. My recommendation is UML – the Unified Modeling
Language. UML contains a few set of rules – and it lets you describe everything you need without
further need for interpretation. UML is the core defining the models available in MDriven. This book
will use UML extensively.

Short introduction to UML– class diagram
UML class diagram is the preferred way to describe the statics of information.
A UML class diagram shows classes and their relations.
A Class differs from an Object. The Object is of a Class. The Class may have many instance objects
each being of the Class. “Instance” and “object” are treated as interchangeable in this document –
they both mean an object instance of a class.
Class can be regarded as the “Concept” of something. Like if I have class named “Car” – it is likely to
symbolize the fact that there are Cars and Car is a concept that exists and that there are probably
instance objects of this class as “my car”, “your car” and the car with license plate ABC.

A class typically has attributes. One attribute of Car might be License plate number. Attributes must
have types. Typical types are string, integer, double, Boolean and datetime.

This means that once we have objects of class Car – these objects will have a place to store the
License plate number of that particular car.
Classes typically has relations to other classes (relation, association, link are sort of synonyms and
can be used interchangeably)

A relation has two endpoints. An endpoint has a name. When you read a class diagram and your eye
follow a relation you should use the name on the far side of the relation. So in this example I would
say: “There is the concept of Car. Cars have LicensePlate strings. Cars also point out the
BrandOfTheCar with a Name”.
If I was talking about brand – looking on the model from another direction: “There is the concept of
Brand. Brand has a name. Brands also have Cars of the brand that in turn has LicensePlates”.
Relation endpoints also have Cardinality. Cardinality is a rule that describes how many instances
there can be in the relation endpoint. The cardinality marking of star (*) means “unlimited”. Valid
cardinality markings are: 0..1 (zero or one instance allowed), 1 (must always have 1 instance), y..x or
x where y and x is any number or x is star (*).
This was the basics of UML – there are more of course – but this is what you need to get started.

How do I know if it is correct?
The classes we have defined above – along with their attributes and associations – constitute a
model.
A model is always a model of something. A model is simplified version of the reality concepts that
you model. The model should have a purpose. The validity of the model comes from if it fulfills its
purpose or not.
There is no universal right or wrong – it all depends on what your needs are.
I could just as well have said that the Brand was an attribute of Car.

I chose not to since I do not want to have the brand “Plymouth” repeated 10 million times, once on
each and every “Plymouth” (if there are 10 million Plymouth car objects).
Instead I rather just see “Plymouth” typed in once – in the brand class name property (property and
attribute are essentially synonyms). This pattern – to classify attributes as being concepts of their
own I refer to as the value store pattern. The Brand class is the ValueStore of brands and at most 1
brand tags each Car instance.
For me – in this situation – this is better – but it is not more correct:

The process of modeling is a process of describing the important things. As you model you will have
classes that represent physical objects, like Car, but also abstract things like Brand. This is perfectly
normal.
This way of describing information does not dictate that you follow the language of the domain you
are modeling or not. In principle you could have named the class Car for “A” and the class Brand for
“B”. You could then document someplace else that A is actually Car and B is actually Brand.
You may think that this was a very silly example. Still thousands of system implementations use that
strategy. Sometimes it is due to some limitation of the implementation tools and sometimes it is an
ambition to make the resulting system more generic.
Think of SAP for example – they may call a class “Part” – and document someplace else that for a
particular system instance Part means either a gear or a frame or a saddle.
So if the will to make systems more generic makes your model less readable and more abstract than
your reality is –is there an alternative?
The alternative is called Domain Driven Design (or DDD for short) – Eric Evans defined this in the
book Domain-Driven Design. In short it stipulates that you should use the language of the domain
you are modeling. This way you – the modeler – and the people working in the domain – get a
ubiquitous language and as a result you understand each other better. In turn this makes it much
easier to build software systems.
My experience is that being as close as possible to the language used by the domain is beneficial to
everyone. It makes everything much clearer and easier. Most information architects has done this
long before it was given the name DDD.

Association classes
Associations define relationship between Classes. Whenever you need some additional information
on that relationship an association class will come in handy.

Model1:

Even if the Association class is mostly used for many to many relationships, you can just as well use
them on association of any cardinality.
Model2:

OR-mapping (the process of taking an object oriented model (a standard UML class diagram) and
transform it to a relational database schema (tables, fields, primary and foreign keys) ) will turn this
model into three tables; one to store Person, one to store Flight and one to store Booking.
If you had not used the association class, OR-mapping would still create three tables due to the
many to many association. The third table would store two foreign keys, one to identify the Person
and one to identify the Flight. The third table will implicitly be named, if you did not explicitly give it a
name, to PersonFlight or FlightPerson. This table the DB-guys often refer to as a link table.
The funny thing is that modeling another way will give the exact same OR-Mapping result:
Model3:

This will also end up in the database as three tables where Booking points out Person and Flight with
one foreign key for each. So for a DB-centric-guy this is the same… To an OO-Guy this is NOT the
same.
What is the difference
The rules that association classes adhere to in any well behaving MDD framework are these:
1. Lifetime control; the booking cannot be explicitly created. It is created as a consequence of
associating a Person with a Flight: aPerson.Flights.Add(aFlight). And it is destroyed automatically
whenever the association is removed: aPerson.Flights.Remove(aFlight)

2. Uniqueness; In UML one instance must be unique in the relation, you cannot add one person
to a flight twice. This way the use of the association class has effectively given the UML reader the
information that a person can only be one passenger at a time and not two.
So whenever you see the need for lifetime control and uniqueness you should use the association
class. It will help the reader and it will help the developer.

Inheritance
UML inheritance is different from “I get your stuff when you die”. It is also different from “Oh look
that kid really looks like her Mother”.
UML inheritance is this: “A child class has all attributes and associations that a parent class has, and
the child also has attributes and/or associations of its own that the parent does not have”. In other
words UML inheritance is “specialization” and “generalization”; a child class is a “specialized” version
of the parent, and a parent is a more “generalized” definition of the child class.
UML inheritance is the same as OO-inheritance (Object oriented inheritance).
UML inheritance will allow you to inherit the properties of multiple parents – but very few OOlanguages allow for, so called, multiple inheritance (c++ does, c# and Java does not, and since we
focus on the latter languages we do not support it either), so I will not mention multiple inheritance
again. This means that a class can only have one parent class (or no parent class of course, but never
many parents).
An example
Fruit is pretty generic class. If we think of specializations of fruit we will find apple, orange, pear,
banana, pineapple etc.

The lines ending with the big arrow is called a Generalization-association, meaning that if you follow
it you get something more generalized of the class that you leave. If you follow it in the other
direction you get the opposite of generalization, namely specialization. You will notice in MDriven
Designer that when you add a generalization association, the class’s superclass is updated in the
object inspector.

Superclass is a more correct UML term than “Parent class”. Instead of “Child class” the correct UML
terminology is Subclass. Therefore, I will use Super- and Subclass from now and on.
Why is inheritance useful?
The obvious benefit of inheritance is the ability to introduce common properties that all fruit have in
one place. If there are properties that all fruit have they will go into the Fruit class rather than
defining them over and over in the subclasses.

The true power of inheritance is that it resembles how people reason and think. As humans we
always generalize. Our language and communication depends on it. This fact is the reason for some
bad things in society – prejudice where we jump to conclusions based on earlier experience or
hearsay, and some good things – that we instantly know how to use a door knob even if we have
never seen that particular type of door knob before.

Polymorphism
Polymorphism is a fancy word for an important concept: poly==many, morph==shape => many
shapes. In our example we use polymorphism in the association from country to fruit; namely a
resulting list that can contain different subclasses of fruit – apples and oranges etc.
Polymorphism allows us to operate on stuff we do not really know that much about. Check this out:

I add a method on fruit that I make virtual:

I can implement this to return a default value on Fruit and override it on the subclasses that should
return a different value:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

public partial class Fruit {
public virtual bool HasSeedsYouNoticeWhenYouEat()
{
return true;
}
}
public partial class Banana {
public override bool HasSeedsYouNoticeWhenYouEat()
{
return false;
}
}

So having this I can write code that go over a list of Fruit and ask if the fruit
HasSeedsThatYouNoticeWhenYouEat like this:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

List<Fruit> crapfruit = new List<Fruit>();
List<Fruit> okfruit = new List<Fruit>();
foreach (Fruit fruit in malaysia.ExportsTheseFruits)
{
if (fruit.HasSeedsYouNoticeWhenYouEat())
crapfruit.Add(fruit);
else
okfruit.Add(fruit);
}

I also want to mention the concept of “Abstract”. When we have a model like the one above you
should really think of the Fruit class as being abstract – meaning that having an instance of a fruit (a
real fruit) that is just of type Fruit should not be legal. A fruit-instance must be one of the subclasses;
it can be an Apple, Pear, Orange, Banana or PineApple (in our model) but never just “Fruit”. Because
Fruit is an abstraction.
In Object orientation terms Abstract means that the compiler will treat any attempt to create an
instance as an error. It is an error because the developer that defined the class never intended it for
direct use; it was designed as an abstraction or generalization of a set of subclasses.
My recommendation is to always treat classes that has subclasses (aka is a superclass) as being
abstract. In the Fruit sample above this might be obvious, but remember this when you classify your
domain where it might not be so obvious.

Composite and Aggregate and what they imply
Associations between classes are easy enough to understand; Car has 4 wheels

But in the information system we build it may be obvious that a Car owns all its Wheels; the car and
all its wheels can be looked at as a complete entity of its own - a composite. If the Car is scrapped,
the wheels are also implicitly thrown away. A Composite in UML is created by decorating the
association with a filled diamond:

For any well behaving MDD tool this decoration should imply a cascading delete of all associated
wheels when the Car is deleted.
A composite also signals to the UML reader that the Car and Wheels are created at the same time,
and that they may not be meaningful on their own. So some will argue that the model should be
changed from “0..1 Car” to “1 Car” (i.e wheel must always belong to exactly one car):

On the other hand this might not be the best idea for just the domain we are modeling now. If the
system we build is one that describes a garbage sorting facility we may want to say: “Yes a car often
has wheels, and the car and its wheels can be looked as an entity of its own (a composite), but we
sometimes want to take this composite apart and treat the parts separated”. If this is the case
the aggregate decoration can be used:

The aggregation symbol signals to the UML reader that the connection between Car and Wheel is
“strong and common” and that “Car owns wheels” is more appropriate to the domain than “Wheel
owns Car” (this also applies to the composite symbol) .

A well behaving MDD tool should probably prohibit the deletion of a Car until the Wheels are gone.
So that the scrap yard guys does not delete a car while the valuable wheels are still on it.
To sum it up: Composite is stronger than Aggregate; both symbols imply that the domain
sometimes look on the classes as a bigger unit. The symbols help the UML reader to understand the
larger compositions in the domain. The symbols imply specific destruction behavior to good behaving
model driven development frameworks (MDD-Frameworks).
What MDriven does
Each Association end in MDriven has the “Delete Action” property:

The DeleteAction can be set to one of these values:

DeleteAction on the Wheels association

Calling Car.AsIObject().Delete()

Allow

will work even if you have wheels left on
the car, but the wheels will be left
dangling

Prohibit

will not work as long as you have wheels
on the car

Cascade

will delete any remaining wheels

<Default>

If the association end is Composite treat
as Cascade, if the association end
is Aggregate treat as Prohibit, if the
association end has no aggregation

treat as Allow
The recommendation is to leave the DeleteAction on <Default> and use the Aggregation setting to
control the delete action AND help UML readers to understand the domain.

Derived attributes & associations
Derived attributes is an important concept of MDriven. To a SQL-guy derived attributes resemble
calculated fields. Derived attributes are just like calculated fields that subscribe to all the values that
it is calculated from. So whenever data, seen by the expression, is changed the derived attribute is
marked as out of date. The next time you or your UI tries to read it, the attribute is re-evaluated.
The key thing with derived attributes is that it is NOT calculated each time you access the attribute. If
it were performance would suffer. It is calculated (or derived) as few times as theoretical possibly;
only when read the first time after a change of anything that the derivation expression looks at.
The concept of derivation relies on the concept of subscription – everything in your domain layer has
the ability to signal whenever it is changed (the publisher pattern), and subscribers subscribe to
publishers to detect these changes. Although this is a different story I must mention that publishing
events to catch changes is a key difference between the MDriven approach to implementing a
domain layer and the POCO way (plain old c#-objects) like NHibernate and some other frameworks
use.

Having a model as the one above I can create a derived attribute on the Order that calculates the
total shipping cost by checking the products ordered and the customer’s country in OCL:
self.OrderItems->FilterOnType(ProductThatNeedsShipping).Weight->sum
* self.Customer.Country.CostToShipHerePerKilogram

I do this by creating a new Attribute, set the AttributeMode to Derived and fill in the DerivationOCL.

Derived attributes can be used in other derivation expressions so I can make a derived TotalCost
without repeating the definition of the Shipping cost:
self.OrderItems.Product.Price->Sum() + self.ShippingCost

Derived attributes are efficient and always return the correct up to date result. Associations can also
be derived the same way as attributes.
In the example model above the Shipping cost is out of date if you add a new orderline, if you change
the customer, if the customer changes country, if an already picked ProductThatNeedsShipping gets
an updated weight etc – it covers every and any change that effects the calculation as long as that
change is part of your domain layer.
I hope that you see the positive effect this will have on your UI implementations – Showing the
ShippingCost and see it update as you change anything it depends on by one central definition in the
system gist far away from the UI where we rely on modernity and fashion.
Using derived attributes and derived associations clean up your code and consolidates central
definitions to single points and thus greatly reduce maintenance costs and efforts. Having the
definition in OCL also makes the derivation a part of the documentation – the model – rather than
just the implementation.

UML – State machines
If the classes of your model define the statics we are now left with dealing with the dynamics of the
domain. With the dynamics I mean all the “state” and “rules” that any instance object defined by a
class in your model might have.
This is where UML introduce the State Machine. A state machine helps us to describe the different
allowed states an object can be in and how it is transitioned between these states.

For the Car class in the model I choose to model the state machine above.
Each box is a State. A state has a name. A state can have transitions moving into it or out from it. To
initiate a transition out of a state and land in another state we must use a trigger. A trigger is a
method of the class that performs all actions associated with moving from one state to another. In
order to be allowed to execute a trigger we must first be in an action where this trigger can be used.
State machines can make the dynamics of the information in your model much more accessible.
Having the rules that the state machine implies also remove the need for a lot of other means to
make sure that the information does not end up in illegal states.

The current state is stored in the attribute named state in this case. But a class can have multiple
state attributes (named differently) – just as objects in real world follow different state machines
depending on perspective. The perspective I have chosen above might be called LifeTimeState. And
maybe there is another state attribute called CleanlinessState.
You can implement many business rules in state machines like these. Consider that your domain has
a rule “Do not start production until deposit is paid”. I would go about it like this:

and a Guard on the state machine:

The language used to declare the guard is called OCL – Object Constraint Language . It is a
languages that allows you to navigate your model. So you can easily make more complex rules.
Consider that the Brand must be set before we start production:
“self.DepositPaid and self.TheBrandOfTheCar->notEmpty”
OCL makes heavy use your model and the rule is just as clear as your model is – using the language of
the domain.
You can also define Entry and Exit actions that execute when you enter one state and leave another.
Like this:

Constraints
There are other ways to introduce business rules in the model than using state machines and guards.
You can also use constraints. The model already has a lot of implicit constraints from the cardinalities
of the association ends. Like if you have cardinality of 1..4 and you have zero objects in that relation –
then you have a broken constraint.
But you may also define your own constraints:

You can choose if a broken constraint (a constraint that evaluates to false) should be treated as
Information, Warning or an Error to the user.
You can also define the constraint as being a delete constraint only:

This way we have explained at the model level that the domain does not consider it to be ok to
delete a Car-object as long as we have the deposit – unless it is in state Scrapped.
The delete constraints will be checked when the object is Deleted by MDriven – as a result of the
Delete operator is executed on the object.
Other things that are checked when the Delete operator is run are the BusinessDeleteRules that
exists on all association endpoints:

We as modelers should decide what the best rule is for each association end. In this case – is it ok to
delete a Brand if there are Cars left in the AllCarsOfThisBrand association? No I think not. I am setting
it to “MustBeEmpty”.
The association in the other direct on the other hand

I set that to “NeedNotBeEmptyNoWarning” – because deleting a car-object is ok even if it has a
brand.

